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Abstract

Integration and assimilation theories explain a process whereby newcomer and majority groups

become similar. This paper considers the sociological assimilation theory as a subset of scientific

research and asks a set of questions needed to ensure the validity of any such scientific practice.

We focus on the theory’s outcome concept, measurements, and occurrence requirements. We

ask what is assimilation, how do we measure it, and how do we know when it has been

attained. We find that, in terms of concept definition, the meaning of assimilation has changed

over the past century from ethnoracial passing within a group, to quantified socioeconomic

status (SES) mobility leading to passing, and, currently, to SES mobility but without an endpoint.

We also find that, in terms of measurement, the variables used to assess assimilation do not

emerge out of the theory or data and, as such, vary ad hoc from study to study. Finally, we find

that the occurrence or attainment rate has not been theorized. We discuss why the lack of

theoretical consistency surrounding the outcome concept, variables, and occurrence rate means

that the theory remains provisional. We propose directions by engaging the emerging historical

longitudinal data and machine learning language models.
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